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HEalth & ROad safety: volunteering heroes 

 

D11 - HEROES INTEGRATED USE OF GOOD PRACTICES 
 

 
  1. BELGIUM – Responsible Young Drivers 

★  THE HEROES CAMPUS TOUR 

(Axel DRUART) 
 

 

The Heroes Campus Tour is an awareness campaign on drugs, alcohol and road safety 
organized in Universities in order to reach all students. The 
campaign consists in an outdoor and indoor visual campaign. 
This strong visual message makes students aware of the 
effects that drugs and alcohol can engender (also / especially 
linked to road safety). Huge posters were placed all around 
the campus, and young volunteers (dressed as local 
students) distribute “fake joints” to the students in the 
hallways as they were offering free drugs. This surprising trick 
of course hides a road safety message as the rolling paper is 
made of a Driving License.  

 
This campaign is accompanied by an awareness info-stand with 
volunteers giving leaflets and answering questions on alcohol, 
drugs or road safety. The students also have the opportunity to 
test the AlcoVision goggles (effect of alcohol on vision), as well as 
receiving information on fatigue and distraction on the wheel.  
 Easy to duplicate in other Universities !!!   
 Target: Students among 18-25 with a driving license 
 
PARTNER’S COMMENTS:  
Thursday, October 28th, RYD Volunteers invested the Campus of 
the ULB University in Brussels, where we wanted to create the 
"Buzz " to educate students on different topics on driving (drugs, 
alcohol, fatigue, distraction). Mission accomplished!  
20 new RYD / HEROES volunteers were trained on drugs and 
their effects on driving. Furthermore, the fake joints referred 
directly to the poster campaign plastered the night before on the campus. 1000 Posters have 
been set all around the Universities 2 weeks & 1 week before the action, as well as the previous 
evening and during the very day of the action. 
In total, we distributed by hand almost 300 fake joints and over 500 young drivers visited our 
awareness info-stand receiving a HEROES postcard as reminder. + 1 Campus-Radio Coverage 
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2. BELGIUM – VAD 

★  PARTYPEERS CAMPAIGN 

    (Jochen SCHROOTEN) 
 

 
Elements from the alcohol and drug campaign:  
Volunteers give information and advice to youngsters who take drugs, or who are thinking about 
taking drugs. The goal is that party people can make informed choices about their health and 
their night out. The volunteers do not take a point of view 
against or pro drugs, we acknowledge drugs as an 
inconvenient reality containing risks that can be prevented 
or mitigated thanks to specific actions/interventions. All 
the info is collected and available on website(s). 
 
Cross-fertilized campaign description: 
In this campaign the volunteers will, in addition to their 
normal topics, inform drivers on the effects of alcohol, 
drugs use and tiredness on driving skills (using flyers and 
banners). They will motivate drivers not to drink or use 
drugs during the party and they motivate them to take some rest from time to time in our relax 
seeds. After the party the sober drivers receive a goody bag with (fruit, a drink and some small 
gadgets). The drivers will be motivated to make a ‘pit stop’ at one of the petrol stations that we 
selected on the main highways on the way home. If they stop there (to take a break or do a 
powernap) they receive a leaflet with a ‘pit stop code’. At home they can enter this code on our 
campaign website and choose their price. 
 
PARTNER’S COMMENTS:  

We chose to cross fertilize the already existing 
Partywise campaign (this campaign focuses on Alcohol 
& Drugs prevention in the nightlife), together with the 
Pitstop campaign. This campaign focuses on tiredness 
and road safety. And the new campaign we developed, 
by cross fertilizing the Partywise and the Pitstop 
campaign we called: the PartyPeers campaign! In 
other words: PartyPeers is a cross fertilisation between 
Alcohol, drugs and road safety.  
 
The first thing we did was setting up a partnership. The 
first two are Peers organization (VAD had no peers 
yet): RYD & BIVV are the partners with a lot of 
experience in road safety. Next we developed a 
recruitment strategy, based on three different ways of 
communication: 30000 leaflets: shops, bars, schools,… 
Ads: magazine and an Internet communication plan.  
 
All together this recruitment strategy we reached 54 
new interested volunteers. This group was invited to 

the trainings. In the training peers were educated in topics like effects and risks of Alcohol, Drugs 
and Tiredness on the driving skills, the law, the penalties,…  
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After 4 training sessions we had trained 22 peers and 8 professionals. 27 peers & professionals 
became real heroes, because they worked with us during one or more actions. We organized 4 
events altogether and naturally invited the Press. 
 

From the beginning of this project we were wondering how successful this action would be. So we 
developed an extra evaluation questionnaire and asked all the drivers before they did the 
breathalyzer test to fill out this questionnaire. I quickly show some of the results: 17%: only in the 
beginning, 18%: drank less that they foreseen. Most of them did it for the goody bag. That brings 
us to the conclusion that there is a relative small group out there that minimizes the risks of 
alcohol & drug use in traffic. Even if they get nice prices, they don’t change their behaviour. But 
luckily, due the PartyPeers, these guys got home safely, at least that night.   
 
 

 
  3. BULGARIA – Open-Youth 

★  DRIVE RESPONSIBLY 

  (Daniel VANKOV) 
 

 
“Drive Responsibly” enriches its present road 
safety format with activities from the alcohol abuse 
prevention domain. It will still provide free-of-
charge opportunities for young people to 
experience real driving situations on the road, 
coming from risky driving or driving under 
influence, but it will also focus more on the impact 
of alcohol on their ability to drive. The road safety 
aspect will be still backed by high-tech driving 
simulators.  
 
In combination with that, the alcohol abuse 

prevention will be backed by a GSM J2ME application, developed for mobile phones. By using it 
the young people will be able to approximate the level of alcohol in their blood by entering simple 
data such as gender, weight, quantity and kind of used alcohol. Using the application is a 
powerful self-prevention tool. During the campaign, Open Youth visited 5 cities in in 2010.  
 
PARTNER’S COMMENTS: We were very satisfied as we could be present with full training and  
        material in 5 different cities spread in the country.  
 
The results were really successful: 

  -     103 trained young people 
- 1 195 participants on the AlcoGoggles  
- 658 on the driving simulator  
- 526 on the Alcokart  

 
The Internet website and the mobile phone  
application also met a huge success: 

- over 60 000 unique visitors 
- 8 061 downloaded apps. 
- 20 000 distributed cards 
- 1 000 distributed packs  
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  4. CYPRUS – University of Nicosia 

★  GIVE RESPECT, GET RESPECT 

  (Anthos SHEKERIS) 
 

 
Element(s) from the Road Safety Campaign (European Day of Courtesy on the Road) 
The campaign invites schools, the general public, and ministries of the government to disseminate, 
through posters and leaflets, a unique road safety message. The message is simple, courteous driving 
behaviour can reduce road traffic accidents. 
Specifically, the aim of the European Day of 
Courtesy is to raise awareness regarding the 
detrimental impact that a lack of courtesy on the 
roads can have in terms of levels of stress and 
aggression. Furthermore, aggressive driving 
increases vehicle fuel consumption which leads to 
an increase in greenhouse gas omissions 
 
Element(s) from Alcohol Campaign 
This is a peer-to-peer education campaign where 
the focus of discussions is to highlight the 
detrimental impact excessive alcohol consumption 
can have on health of young people. It is envisaged that the earlier young people become aware of the 
detrimental impact that alcohol can have, the greater the possibility that future health problems can be 
avoided. Specifically, the “Na Toll” campaign aims to highlight the myths and truths associated with 
alcohol consumption. In doing so, the campaign increases awareness of the health risks associated with 
excessive alcohol consumption, but importantly it informs how these health risks can be avoided. 
 
Cross-fertilized campaign description: 
The Respect campaign aims to raise awareness that respectful behaviour can save lives.      
This is achieved across two domains: 
  ▪ Respect towards other drivers through more polite and less aggressive driving behaviour; 
  ▪ Respect towards our bodies by limiting the intake of alcohol. 
The Respect campaign will take place in Nicosia backed by the Cyprus Government and promoted  
across the capital through television and newspaper announcements. Volunteers will be placed at busy 
crossroads around the capital and their task is to distribute a folder containing the following: 
  ▪ Details outlining the Respect Campaign and why it is important 
  ▪ Health and environmental benefits associated with respectful behaviour 
  ▪ Questionnaire to be completed by the driver that measures: 
   - Current level of polite and respectful driving behaviour 

    - Current alcohol consumption 
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PARTNER’S COMMENTS:  
   - From HEROES, the University of Nicosia was able to join other European networks: 

▪ European Night Without Accidents (ENWA) 
▪ European Road Safety Charter (ERSC) 

- As well, it enabled the creation of a small but reliable pool of fourteen (14) new volunteers; 
- We could disseminate to over 700 students within the university; Folders, leaflets and posters,    
  sent to over 40 public and private high schools in Cyprus (1/4 of the schools of the island) 
- Furthermore, it enriched our road safety campaigning department within the University: 

▪ Development of a new cross fertilized campaign; 
▪ Further development of a ‘quadruple helix’ linking the government, academia,   
   industry and society to tackle a crucial issue; 

- Finally, HEROES allowed us to strengthen ties with various institutions (public, private, NGOs)  
  in the field of road safety both in Cyprus and abroad; 
 

 
 

  5. FRANCE – Association Avenir Santé 

★  COME AND TAKE IT  (The drug or the car?) 

(Pauline TREMULOT) 
 

 

The aim of the campaign is to intrigue youngsters at 
the entrance of the clubs with something (paper, 
powder, white substance, glass of liquid... something 
they can recognize or not) which is given to us by 
young people who are dressed as regular partygoers. 
Outside the clubs, “civil” volunteers act as a drug-
dealer and distribute free fake drugs. 
 
Inside the club, an awareness stand of volunteers 
informs revellers about the links between drugs 
consumption and road accidents. Towards the 
youngsters who come to the stand with the object 

given before they entered the club, the objective of the volunteers will be to convince them not to 
accept and to consume products that they do not know, which can have important consequences 
on road accidents. The discussions may also happen between party-clubbers. 
 
PARTNER’S COMMENTS: The implementation requires 4 to 6 volunteers. There are 2 steps 
within the action: Outside: 2 volunteers intriguing youngsters at the entrance by offering them a 
fake drug (paper, powder, white substance, small bottles with liquid…) 
Indoor: an awareness stand with the other volunteers informing people about the effects of drugs 
consumption on driving capacities (and other topics); Posters & documentation on drugs, alcohol 
and road safety are distributed during the night.  
 
However, during the entire campaign, we tried to cover several 
issues: Indeed, we decided to create fake drugs from M&Ms (water-
washed), which didn’t give us enough  credibility. For the 3rd action, we 
decided to improve the fake drugs appeal and used “eyes-cleaner water” 
in small plastic bottles. This was indeed more efficient, but the clubbers 
unfortunately didn’t make the relation between our fake drug-dealers and 
the awareness stand inside the clubs.  
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During the 1st Action: The public had negative reaction in general about drugs proposition, 
surprise, incomprehension (link outside/inside), not really concerned by drugs.  
At the beginning the organizers were scared for the image of the establishment, but then 
reassured about the way to act. Sometimes, that was not the right public: no drug consumers.  
Volunteers had difficulties targeting the right public and being credible in the drug dealer role.  
 

 During the 2nd Action: The public was first 
surprised, scared, and then reassured. Although we 
faced a violent reaction, and have to cope with the 
lots of alcohol consumers. The organizers had good 
general feeling, very interested in the project but still 
having some issues with the fact to lie to people, 
and to their clients. The volunteers still faced 
difficulties with the drug-dealer role, but tried to 
improve the link outside/inside the club. The public 
was not really interested in drug discussion. A more 
appropriate public must be taken into account for 
the next action.  
 

During the 3rd Action: The public had good general feeling, as well as the organizers who felt 
better with our improvements made to the campaign. And the volunteers got of course more used 
to deal with this kind of approach. 
 

 
 

    6. FRANCE – LASER Europe 

★  THE HEROES TOUR  

     Eight giant steps for health promotion 

     (Michel DELAUNAY) 
 

 

The HEROES TOUR is a multi dimensional approach of health care. The health is a global topic 
and its education and danger awareness take a lot of figures. The interest in this Tour is to 
coordinate many health topics and to educate young people in one plenty day. 
 

The action aims to sensitize the youngsters on 
important topics of health, to tackle the problem of 
risky behaviors among 16-29 years, to reduce the 
prevalence of not suitable health conducts. 
 
Owing to the dangers of life and the tragic 
consequences of some situations, one must not 
attenuate the real risks. Acting by oneself, realistic 
simulations, armed observation of the reality, 
appeal to the technique of dramatization/de-
dramatization pursue the goal of bests impacts and 
effectiveness. 
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Teams of ten youngsters are composed, placed under the responsibility of 
one trained volunteer. Experts are present on several stands to bring 
assistance to the peers. 
 
Each team practices successively eight health topics with interactive tools. 
Each team is evaluated at each stand. All teams are rewarded. The best 
ones are honored by Officials or VIP. Youngsters and volunteers are 
engaged to disseminate their experience among friends, school or 
neighborhood relations. 

 
PARTNER’S COMMENTS:  
During the pilot implementation, we established a selection of 8 WorkShops (WS) coordinated in 
1 awareness action:   
WS 1: Legislation and highway code            fertilized  by   Laser Décathlon 
WS 2: How to carry help                                 fertilized  by   Protection Civile + Laser 
WS 3: Alcohol, health and road safety          fertilized  by   RYD + Avenir Santé+ Laser  
WS 4: Drugs and driving behaviour              fertilized  by   MAAF+ Laser+Avenir santé 
WS 5: Road accidents, speed and reflexes  fertilized  by   Laser  
WS 6: Urban code (code de la rue)                fertilized  by   Panos Mylanos + Laser 
WS 7: Driving on arranged circuits               fertilized  by  Missions Locales+Laser 
WS 8: Creativity and road safety                   fertilized  by   Sida Study + Laser  
 
LASER IMPLEMENTATION METHOD  
 
▪ Same method:  
Learning by doing (« in situation » pedagogy ) for 
information (emphasis: video supports) and for 
training (emphasis: virtual reality simulation). 
▪ Information: during all Laser actions (for the 
public) and during specific meetings (for volunteers 
and organizers) (WP 5).  
▪ Training sessions: For training of peers -72  
volunteers (WP6) - and for dissemination by doing 
- 38 peers (WP7) -  each volunteer practiced 
himself different  workshops with aim to make them 
practice to the others . 
 
For practical reasons, WP6 and WP7 training sessions were done in the continuity, with the same 
volunteers. 
 
In total, Laser informed 250 potential volunteers about Heroes Project and Heroes Tour and 
collaborated with 40 partners in France in public organizations, associations and private firms (6 
totally new  thanks to Heroes). 
Laser also trained 72 new youngsters (19-30 years) in good practices by Heroes Tour in order to 
became  peer educators. 
And finally, Laser attracted 38 high quality new volunteers as peer monitors  capable to 
disseminate Heroes objectives and Heroes Tour method and values. 
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  7. GERMANY – MISTEL / SPI Forschung 

★  SAFE VALENTINE 

       (Thomas STEGELITZ) 
 

 
MISTEL/SPI implemented several campaigns called Safe 
Valentine. In combination with the PEER-project on driving 
schools the Peer Educators got an additional qualification 
related to the subject safer sex, HIV/AIDS and love. In total we 
trained 24 volunteers.  
 
 

The campaigns took place 4 times (among the regular offer of PEER-units in driving schools):
  - Valentine’s Day 2010, Movie Theatre 
  - World AIDS Day on the 1st of December 2010, City Centre, Campus, Movie Theatre 
  - 15th of June 2010 in schools 
  - 21st of June 2010 in schools 
  - Valentine’s Day on the 14th of February 2011, Driving School 
 
Young people had the opportunity to talk with the 
volunteers about subjects like Love, HIV/AIDS and 
safer sex, as well as sober driving. Among the 
discussions the young people received a Valentine’s 
postcard with a condom inside. They can present 
this postcard to their boyfriend or girlfriend. 
Information about the prevention topics of alcohol 
and drugs in connection with road use were 
available for these youngsters. 
 
PARTNER’S COMMENTS: Places to reach as 
many people as possible are good for public 
relation, but it isn´t enough time to get people 
involved into discussions. To bring up the thematic and connect both subjects it is important to 
have enough time, therefore schools or driving schools are the best places, even the media are 
not so interested to report about. In total we have reached around 700 people with our pilot 
implementations.  
 

 
 

  8. GREECE – RSI “Panos Mylonas” 

★  ROADS OF ILLUSIONS 

      (Nikoletta KARRA) 
 

 
This particular campaign is an awareness campaign 
for young people and aims not only to inform them to 
drive safely without the influence of drink but at the 
same time to participate in an illusion of experiencing 
influence of alcohol to their health and their lives. 
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This campaign takes place in Universities and also in the central municipal centre called 
Technopolis (from now on be known as exhibition places), since it is for young people. In the 
reception of the exhibition place there will be a stand with printed informative material regarding 
our subject: safe driving without alcohol. 
 
Afterwards several activities are proposed to the participants: 

 
- Walk on a carpet we designed so as to be a  
  road with traffic cones as  obstacles.  
- The volunteer informs the visitor that this is the  
  safe way to walk, without the influence of  
  alcohol and invites them to “drive”.  
- Then the volunteer asks the visitor to repeat  
  the experience while wearing a pair of special  
  glasses called AlcoVision goggles, which  
  simulate the effect being under the influence of  
  alcohol.  

- The volunteers then remind him/her to think that it has almost the same effects on his vision   
  when he/she is under the influence of alcohol and stress the severity of the issue while he/she is   
  driving. 
- The volunteers had the opportunity to be also briefed about the basic First Aid to be able to  
  speak about prevention of traffic accidents but also to offer help themselves in such cases. 
 
PARTNER’S COMMENTS:  
In Greece, Road Safety Institute “Panos Mylonas” selected to study and apply a new campaign 
called Roads of Illusions, combining the issues of Alcohol consumption and Road Safety. The 
campaign is implemented by selected volunteers who were trained to disseminate to their fellow 
youngsters the message “Do not Drink and Drive” 
using their own language. Apart of the campaign, 
the trained volunteers had received seminars of 
First Aid in the case of a traffic accident.  
 
The program was presented in cooperation 
with more than 15 private and public 
organizations: University of Patras, Scouts of 
Greece (numerous events-Jamboree, open areas 
& exhibitions) IEK DELTA, Paidiadromi, 
Micropolis, Motorshow, Municipality of Tinos, 
Athens Central Metro Station, Panepistimiou-
European Mobility Week, The Mall, Panionios 
Basketball Academy, Traffic Police of Rethimnon, University of Aegean (twice), MotoRidersClub, 
Autoshow, Secondary Schools in Athens, Chios, Ioannina… Media (TV interviews, Press 
releases, press conference, etc…) and Newsletters 
 
Dissemination: more than 20.000 youngsters were reached face to face, through TV more than  
                        150.000 received the message  
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  9. LUXEMBOURG – Responsible Young Drivers asbl 

★  ALIVE 

    (Stéphan COLLARD) 
 

 

AIDS: This action explains the importance of using a condom and how to wear it correctly. In 
heterosexual or homosexual relationships, it is important to choose a responsible partner. During 
sexual intercourses, wearing a condom is not just the problem of the holder. To stay alive both 
partners have to be responsible. We therefore give condoms to young people, explaining them 
how to wear it correctly and offering them the possibility to write a postcard (with an appealing 
picture between lovers in a car) for a friend, for a lover,...any person that they want to sensitize on 
that topic. 

 
Road Safety: This action focuses on the importance of a responsible behavior on the road, 
mainly targeting girls as also taking their responsibilities and protecting their partner. The 
originality of this action is to target the passengers instead of the drivers. The passengers have 
an important role in the car, they can easily influence the driver’s behavior. With this campaign, 
we give weapons to passengers to stay alive on the road. E.g.: reasons to wear 
the seat belt, do not seat in a car if the driver is under any influence, … 
To control the sobriety of the driver, we also use an “Alco-borne”, a public alcohol 
breath tester.  
 
PARTNER’S COMMENTS:  

In total, we have in total distributed 3.000 
Postcards and 5.000 condoms, which were all gone very fast 
as the public was really enthusiastic about them. However, we 
always accompanied it with a smart talk with the audience 
about the HEROES Action and the purpose of our awareness 
message. We trained in total 15 new volunteers spread in 3 
different actions in the country. 
The shocking aspect of the card was utterly well welcomed !!! 
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  10. THE NETHERLANDS – RYD Nederland 

★  “JUST SAY IT” SURVEY 

       (Axel DRUART on behalf of Pietr FOLKERTSMA) 
 

 
In order to reach the Dutch market and young people with the right campaign, RYD NL must be 
aware of the practices and mindset of young Dutch people. 
 
The main objective of this action is to make young people aware of the importance of talking and 
discussing with your partner/friends in risky situations, such as driving back home as passenger 
with an impaired driver, or having sex without condom and not daring to frankly talk about it with 

the concerned person, because afraid of 
consequences. The aim is not to change behavior, 
but to change attitudes regarding the intimacy 
between friends, thanks to a survey on the 4 
HEROES topics (Road Safety, Alcohol, Drugs and 
Aids) used during awareness actions or in 
university campus, allowing proximity with the 
target and collecting in the same time precious data 
about youth behaviors. 
 
After receiving a complete training program on the 
NGO, the HEROES project, the awareness topics 
and “how to encourage their peers to talk about it”, 

the new volunteers/students, while being on the field of their awareness actions, introduce the 
new HEROES campaign by presenting the “Just Say It” Survey, inviting them to participate in 
order to understand youngsters behavior and get their comments on the actual awareness 
campaigns made by NGOs. 
  
PARTNER’S COMMENTS: The communication to tell them to act responsibly toward their 
friend(s) is usually well received. It is an original awareness campaign based on the fact that 
talking in some situations, about some subjects (such as being a passenger of a drunk drivers, or 
in the middle of a sexual intercourse with a partner who doesn’t seem to have a condom, etc.) 
can be difficult. We need to break the taboos between youngsters. The volunteers’ tasks is simply 
the installation of their regular action, with campaign posters on the walls, the HEROES 
informative material, and enjoy this opportunity of a face to face discussion to introduce the 
HEROES Campaign and collect statistical information, hence starting the discussion with the 4 
topics and link them together through the responsibility and respect/protection of their friends. 
The ideal scenario is to add 1 or 2 HEROES 
volunteer(s) to each regular awareness action taking 
place during the HEROES campaign.  
 
RYD NL has examined the alcohol and drug use of 
young people between 16 and 24 years in Friesland  
 comparison between the conduct of the young and 
the expected behavior: 
 
 - 52.9% of the Frisian people have never had sex without a condom while under the influence of 
   alcohol or drugs.  
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 - Young people think however that 75.7% of their friends ever have sex without a condom while 
   under the influence.  
 - In addition, 69.1% of young people drink alcohol when they are not the BOB. They think that 
   only 46.1% of their friends are not drinking as being the BOB.  
 - Alcohol is popular among Frisian youth. Thus 66.7% of adolescents drink more than 7    
   alcoholic drinks on a night out. 9.9% drink even more than 16 glasses alcohol on a night out.  
 - Drugs are less popular in Friesland. 76.2% of youngsters last month has not used any soft 
   drugs. This is 91.3% when it comes to hard drugs. 
 - Also, many young Frisians after drinking an alcoholic beverage will still sit behind the wheel. 
   41.5% of young people drives a motorized vehicle after consuming one glass of alcohol.  
 - Finally, Young people think that 63.9% of their friends still drive after drinking alcohol.  
 

Here lies another challenge for Responsible Young Drivers and other awareness NGOs. 
 
 

 
    11. POLAND – KRZYS Foundation 

★  BE A HERO, DON’T DRINK AND DRIVE       

       (Michal KOPACKI) 

 
The main objectives of the polish campaign were: 
· To increase awareness of problems associated with how important it is to remain   

                                                        permanently focus while driving 
· To increase awareness of problems associated with alcohol consumption before     

    driving – a mobile phone “promille-test” (alcohol test) 
 
PARTNER’S COMMENTS: KRZYS Foundation has chosen 
"The Driving Simulator" and "Alcohol. Take a sober look. 
Party!" In order to launch a new awareness campaign "Be a 
HERO. Don't drink and drive". The new campaign was based 
on the experience from previous years (gained during Driving 
Simulator campaigns in 2008 & 2009) but it was this time 
extended with new elements, to increase awareness of 
problems associated with alcohol consumption before 
driving. In a series of 5 actions we visited 5 cities (Gdansk, 
Olsztyn, Warszawa, Radom & Wroclaw). In each city we 
spent at least one day educating drivers on how important it is to remain permanently focused 
while driving and we have as well increased awareness of problems associated with alcohol 
consumption before driving, thanks to a mobile phone “promille-test” application (alcotest).  
 

We have used media communication and some volunteers 
to promote our action in each city. After a person goes 
through simulation on the driving simulator, the animator 
was talking with him/her through the consequences of using 
alcohol before driving. Then she/he was introduced to the 
GSM application explaining how it can be used free of 
charge for self-prevention. Furthermore, the application was 
available on the internet and this information was included 
in the HEROES promotion materials. During HEROES 
project we had more than 250 participants & more than 100 
downloads of „Promile Test” mobile phone application. 
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  12. PORTUGAL – GARE 

★  HEAD THINKING MAKES THE DIFFERENCE 

       (Ana Rita LAVADO) 
 

 
“We believe this action to be a multidimensional approach of health care.” 

 
The interest/objective of this action is to coordinate 
many health topics and to educate young people. 
The action aims to sensitize the youngsters on 
important topics of road safety and VIH, to tackle 
the problem of risky behaviors among 12- 30 
years, through the Art, amongst others.  
 
GARE together with 16 partners and about a 
hundred people gathered to organize an 
unprecedented event, "Head Thinking Makes THE 
Difference", on 1 December, between 14h and 19h 
at the D. Manuel Palace, in Évora. This event  
featured a presentation of a range of artistic products to promote healthy lifestyles and prevention 
of risk behaviors associated with HIV / AIDS, road safety, alcohol consumption, as well as others 
that young people can be subjected.  
 

PARTNER’S COMMENTS: Thanks to the 
HEROES Pilot implementation, we had the 
opportunity to reproduce this event 9 times at no 
cost, thanks to the trained volunteers and the 
partnership born between GARE & APF Alentejo 
together for the promotion of healthy lifestyles 
through the Arts. Therefore, in total we could 
organize: 
▪  1 action pilot 
▪  3 training sessions 
▪  9 actions in 5 different cross fertilisation contexts    
▪  16 new partners  
▪  20 new volunteers working with GARE 

 
Furthermore, we could organize a contest with young artists to 
create the Portuguese HEROES awareness and informative 
material who drew the campaign on the themes with a reward for 
the winner, and the chance to see the material effectively used 
during the events and the Art exhibition. 
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  13. SPAIN – SIDA STUDI 

★  CONDOM RACE 

       (Joan BERTRAN DE BES) 

 
The « Condom Race » aims at sensitizing about the effects of alcohol on decision making 
concerning health issues. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This campaign is cross-fertilizing the AlcoVision Goggles (Road Safety and Alcohol) and the 
action Bars & Prevenció (Aids awareness campaign and condom promotion), Sida Studi created 
an original campaign to sensitize youngsters on the risks and consequences of the effect of 
alcohol on sexual and driving behavior. Therefore, they have installed a real journey in the yard of 
the University of Barcelona, going from the nightclub until the bedroom (a whole night out 
journey), where participants have to evolve wearing the AlcoVision goggles and going through 
many obstacles linked to the theme.    

 
This action is very easy to reproduce at low costs and effectively promotes responsible attitudes 
on health and relationships:“We are always taking decisions. And so when we are at party 
time with our people. We leave here some ideas so that you can choose and decide what it 
suits you better while enjoying your time and relationships.”  
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PARTNER’S COMMENTS:  
Our pilot implementation was a real success:  

 
APRIL 2010 
▪ 1 day action 
▪ 70 Condom Race participants 
▪ 250 condoms kit distributed among students  
▪ Many university students took HEROES information 
▪ 11 volunteer trained from SIDA STUDI, University  

      Foundation (FAS-UAB) and Actua Vallès (local HIV NGO) 
APRIL 2011 
2nd Condom Race experience on the World Health Day (with the same excellent results) 
 
IN THE FUTURE... 
The Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona has already asked to reiterate this action in 2012.  
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